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SMS Event Reminders 

A common Triggered SMS scenario is to trigger SMS event reminders from the Salesforce EVENT object. Often 

customers will have 3rd party calendar tools like Smart Cloud Connect, Revenue Inbox, Cirrus Insight, ZynBit, SF 

Lightning Sync, Calendly or TimeTrade sync’ing their Outlook/Gmail Calendars to the Salesforce EVENT object or 

they are using Salesforce itself to create the Event. In either case it is often quite costly if a customer misses an 

Appointment, thus SMS Reminders can greatly improve your appointment success rate.  

While all the decent SMS apps offer Scheduled SMS, the process is manual. Most other SMS apps can of course 

trigger an SMS and use the Salesforce Process Builders “Scheduled Actions” feature but this creates a “black box” 

situation where the Salesforce User cannot see that the SMS is scheduled nor can the Scheduled Action be 

aborted easily.  

360SMS is the only SMS app which provides a method to programmatically create the Scheduled SMS record. 

This method has the major advantage that the Scheduled SMS is visible in a Related List and can also be manually 

or programmatically deleted if the appointment is cancelled or you just don’t want the reminders sent.  

This document assumes you have first read the document Sending SMS Through Process Builder. Most of this 

document talks about the idiosyncrasies of the Salesforce EVENT object more than the actual sending of the SMS 

which is the easy part.   

Oddities with the Salesforce Event Object 

The biggest challenge with SMS Event Reminders has little to do with SMS and everything to do with the 

awkwardness of the Salesforce EVENT object.  Two major challenges arise when working with the EVENT object.  

1. The Event object is not a normal SF object in that it does not allow related lists and thus the SMS History 

cannot be linked to it.  

2. The Event Object does not have direct links to the Contact/Lead or any object for that matter.  The Name 

field and Related To fields, api names:  WhoId and WhatId respectively, are polymorphic Id fields, 

meaning that they hold either Contact or Lead Ids and the WhatId can hold practically anything.   

a. Unfortunately, because of this design there is no way to write formulas or use standard SF tools to 

traverse up to the Parent objects, such as getting a merge tag to the Contact.First_Name 

b. Luckily Salesforce provides Event.Who.FirstName and a few other fields and the 360SMS Merge 

Tag picker allows one to pick these merge tag fields.  

c. If you need other custom fields from the Contact/Lead or the RelatedTo (WhatId) then there are 

fairly easy workarounds. Ask your Salesforce consultant or a 360SMS consultant for help.  

  

https://boldercrm.com/download.php?f=360-SMS-Sending-SMS-through-Process-Builder.pdf
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Event object linking challenge 

Since you typically want an SMS Template or iText Survey Question to have both the FirstName and the 

Date/Time of the Event in the text message, you must make the Template or Survey based on the EVENT object in 

order to use merge fields of the EVENT. But this then presents the challenge that the SMS History cannot naturally 

link to the Contact or Lead because of the polymorphic WhoId.   

As documented in the “Relating Outbound SMS to an Alternate Object” section of the  Sending SMS Through 

Process Builder document, we must set the Scheduled SMS Name field to the Event.Id (shows as ActivityId in the 

picklist)  and the Related Object Id  to the Event.WhoID (shows as  Name ID in the picklist). This is the precise use 

case for why the Scheduled SMS uses these two fields even though in normal triggers the ID’s are usually both the 

same Id.  This awesome feature of 360SMS allows the template/survey to use the details of the Event (Date, Time, 

etc.) but then schedule the actual SMS to appear under the Contact/Lead.   

 

 

  

https://boldercrm.com/download.php?f=360-SMS-Sending-SMS-through-Process-Builder.pdf
https://boldercrm.com/download.php?f=360-SMS-Sending-SMS-through-Process-Builder.pdf
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Use SMS_Reminder custom fields  

We strongly recommend using formula fields on your Activity/Event object to hold the date/time that your 

reminders will fire. Create fields like SMS_Reminder_1, SMS_Reminder_2, SMS_Reminder_3 or perhaps 

SMS_Reminder_DayBefore, SMS_Reminder_15Minutes_Before.   Formulas have three major advantages: 

1. You can more easily test/validate your date/time by looking at the resulting SMS_Reminder field(s).  

2. If you need to change your logic, you just change the formula without modifying the process builder 

3. If using the Salesforce Scheduled Actions method rather than Scheduled SMS, then these fields are 

actually required as Salesforce does not allow formulas to calculate the dates within the Scheduled 

Actions interface.  

Important:  Salesforce does not allow you to add custom fields to the actual EVENT object as it is a virtual object, 

the real underlying object is the ACTIVITY object. Add your fields to the Activity Object. This article explains more 

if needed:  https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=000205377&type=1 

 

Figure 1 - A sample DateTime formula field for an SMS Reminder to be sent the Morning Of the appointment 

 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=000205377&type=1
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For easy copy/pasting the formula is provided below with comments: 

/****************************************************************** 

   SF date math is tricky when wanting a specific time of day such as 8:00am. SF wants the  

   field in format:  YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS  

   Plus we have to compensate that SF returns everything in Greenwich Mean Time so you have to  

   adjust for your time zone.  

 

   1. Convert ActivityDateTime (shown in picklist as label TIME) into a text string 

   2. We just need the YYYY-MM-DD portion of it, so take left 10 characters 

   3. Now add the time component back adjusting for time zone Mountain Time = GMT minus 7 hrs.   

   4. Lastly convert it back into a datetimevalue 

 

Note that if you are just wanting to calculate a few minutes or hours before the time you don't need this 

complication. Sample formulas below: 

1 hr before       =  ActivityDateTime - (1/24)     (1 hour divided by 24 hrs in a day) 

15 minutes before =  ActivityDateTime - (15/60/24) (15 min divided by 60 min/hr divided by 24 hrs/day) 

*******************************************************************/  

 

DATETIMEVALUE(LEFT(TEXT(ActivityDateTime – (7/24)),10) & " 15:00:00") 

 

/* 15:00PM GMT (3:00 PM in UK) = 8:00am MST  -7 hours difference*/ 

Other common formulas: 

24 hours before 
ActivityDateTime - 1  /*Salesforce date math is always in days*/ 

 

10 minutes before 
ActivityDateTime – (10/60/24)   

/*Salesforce date math is always in days, so 10 min = 10 div 60min/hr div 24/hrs/day */ 

 

Process Builder Itself 

The process builder itself is fairly trivial and better explained by reading the Sending SMS Through Process Builder 

document but for added clarity it is thoroughly documented below as a single screen capture does not fully show 

the formulas.  

In this particular use case, we are using iText Survey Questions rather than Templates because we want to handle 

a possible CONFIRM or RESCHEDULE response. As noted in other documents, we feel strongly in always using 

Surveys rather than Templates because even if you don’t have a call-to-action response, you never know when 

you might want to add one.   

Again, this is redundant to the previous documentation but with Survey’s it’s an important and purposeful design 

element that we pass in a Question Id of the survey rather than the Survey Id. This is important because even 

though 99% of the time you will use the QuestionId of the first question, we have seen numerous use cases where 

it’s useful to start a customer in the middle question of some particular survey such as when the survey is serving 

two purposes and the top of the survey asks questions that a particular customer has already answered or we 

https://boldercrm.com/download.php?f=360-SMS-Sending-SMS-through-Process-Builder.pdf
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have the information but we don’t want to create a whole new survey so we strategically send them a different 

question in the survey.  

 

Figure 2 – Important:  the Template or Survey is based on the EVENT object in order to merge the date/time and AssignedTo. Because the 
Event.WhoId (Name) is a polymorphic (Contact or Lead), Salesforce cannot traverse to either table but luckily they do have key formula 
fields like FirstName. 

For your convenience here is a copy/pastable question with the merge tags. Note that a full set of custom 

ActivityDate formulas is on page 7 of this document, as Salesforce merges the ActivityDateTime value in a 

confusing  YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ format which is also in Greenwich Mean Time, e.g. 2020-05-09T23:30:00Z 

similarly the Event.StartTime field is of no use because it too merges as a GMT time.  

Q1:  EventReminderImmediate 

Hello {!Event.who.firstname} - {!Event.owner.firstname} here @ {!$Organization.name}. Confirming your appt 
for: {!event.Activity_Date_as_Text__c}  
 
Reply CONFIRM or RESCHEDULE 

 

Confirm/Yes Path 

CONFIRM || Yes || Y ||     ||      ||      
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Use Activity Date Formulas for a richer experience 

The standard Salesforce Event  Date and Time fields are less than ideal when used in merge tags because they are 

shown in the Salesforce style  YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ format. Below are some sample formulas you can use 

for better merge tags. Remember, the EVENT object does not allow custom fields so place these on the ACTIVITY 

object.   All formulas below are data type = TEXT except where noted with the Activity_Hour.   

Refer to the next section for making the formulas customer Time Zone aware with our Time Zone Anything™ 

product. 

Activity_Day 

Description:  Simple formula to convert the Activity Date to the specific day of the month but as a text value for 
easier use in the larger Activity_DateTime_Text formula 
TEXT( DAY( ActivityDate ) ) 

 

Activity_Hour     - Important:  this is of type NUMBER 

Description:  Simple formula that returns the Activity Hour as an Integer mostly to make the Activity Time 
formula easier to read and compile. Returns a number like 13 for 1:00PM or 0 for midnight 
/* DateTime is shown in military time plus it is in GMT: 2020-05-09T23:00:00Z. */  

/* 12th character and 2 of them gets the Hour.   23 in this case */ 

/* Then adjust for Mountain Daylight Time -6 hrs or Standard -7 */ 

 

VALUE( MID( TEXT( ActivityDateTime  - 6/24 ), 12, 2 ) ) 
 

Activity_Month 

Description:  Simple formula to convert the Activity Date to the specific short English month value for easier 
use in the larger Activity_DateTime_Text formula 
CASE(MONTH( ActivityDate ),  

  1,  "Jan",  

  2,  "Feb",  

  3,  "Mar",  

  4,  "Apr",  

  5,  "May",  

  6,  "June",  

  7,  "July",  

  8,  "Aug",  

  9,  "Sept",  

  10, "Oct",  

  11, "Nov",  

  12, "Dec",  

"Error") 

 

Activity_Year 

Description:  Simple formula to convert the Activity Date to the year but as a text value for easier use in the 
larger Activity_DateTime_Text formula 
TEXT( YEAR( ActivityDate ) ) 
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Activity_Day_Of_Week 

Description:  Sometimes you want a merge tag to say. “Looking forward to our meeting on 
{Activity_Day_of_Week}.” 
 
CASE( WEEKDAY(ActivityDate), 

1, "Sunday", 

2, "Monday", 

3, "Tuesday", 

4, "Wednesday", 

5, "Thursday", 

6, "Friday", 

7, "Sunday", 

"") 

 

Activity_Time 

Description:  Creates a string like 5:00 PM from Salesforce DateTime field that is in GMT and shown as a crazy 
long military time plus it is in GMT:     2020-05-09T23:00:00Z.   See the Activity_Hour__c formula for extracting 
the hour and converting to Mountain time.  In this case 23 – 6 = 17 (5:00PM MDT) 
 
Ask Steve for help with dynamic daylight savings time formula or specific customer-based time zones.  
/* Doesn't handle daylight savings so it's GMT-6 for MDT and GMT-7 for MST  */ 

/* Datetime is like  2020-05-01T13:30:00Z  so the Hour is the 12th character over plus 2 characters */ 

 

IF( OR( Activity_Hour__c  = 0, Activity_Hour__c = 12 ),  

 

    /*THEN - it's 12 noon or 12 midnight */ 

    "12",  

     

    /*ELSE - get the HOUR and convert from military time: Hrs minus 0 before noon, Hrs – 12 afternoon*/ 

    TEXT(  

         Activity_Hour__c - IF(Activity_Hour__c < 12, 0, 12 ) 

        )  

   ) /*end of the hrs IF statement*/ 

 

& ":" & 

 

/*MINUTES */ 

MID( TEXT(  ActivityDateTime  - 6/24 ), 15, 2 )   

 

& " "  &  

 

/*AM or PM*/ 

IF(Activity_Hour__c  < 12, "AM", "PM" ) 
 

And finally the big boy formula that combines all of the previous components together.  

Activity_DateTime_Text 

Description:  Salesforce ActivityDateTime field will merge in the unusable SF format, 2020-01-09T23:00:00Z 
This formula converts the datetime into a friendlier text value:  Wednesday, Jan 13, 2020 @ 5:00 PM 
Note that this is using all the other formula field examples for easier management. 
Activity_Day_of_Week__c & ", " & Activity_Month__c & " " & Activity_Day__c & ", " & 

Activity_Year__c & " @ " & Activity_Time__c 
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The resulting Event Page Layout with all the various formulas is shown below: 

 

Figure 3 - The SMS Reminder formulas and Text-Based Date formulas for easy merge tags are shown in the page layout 
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Time Zone Anything™ 

The optional Time Zone Anything™ module from Bolder CRM handles the challenge of offering up the date/time 

to the customer in their time rather than your time. The formulas above fixed the GMT problem with date/times 

by hard-coding your time zone adjustment into the formulas.  But what if you do business across multiple time 

zones and want to offer the time to the customer in his/her local time to avoid confusion?    

By purchasing the Time Zone Anything™ product you can then add a lookup field to your Contact/Lead records or 

in this case the Event object (Activity).  Then make minor adjustments to these formulas below. It even handles 

Daylight Savings Time:  

 

Activity_Hour   - OPTIONAL  Time Zone Anything™ 

Description:  Simple formula that returns the Activity Hour as an Integer mostly to make the Activity Time 
formula easier to read and compile. Returns a number like 13 for 1:00PM or 0 for midnight 
 
If using the optional Time Zone Anything™ product, change the manual time zone adjustment to dynamically 
reference the Time_Zone.Offset_DST_Adjustment field 
/* DateTime is shown in military time plus it is in GMT: 2020-05-09T23:00:00Z. */  

/* 12th character and 2 of them gets the Hour.   */ 

/* Now using Time Zone Anything adjust to the customers Time */ 

 

VALUE( MID( TEXT( ActivityDateTime + Time_Zone__r.Offset_DST_Adjusted__c/24 ), 12, 2 ) ) 
 

Activity_Time - OPTIONAL  Time Zone Anything™ 

Description:  Creates a string like 5:00 PM from Salesforce DateTime field that is in GMT and shown as a crazy 
long military time plus it is in GMT:     2020-05-09T23:00:00Z.   See the Activity_Hour__c formula for extracting 
the hour and converting to Mountain time.  In this case 23 – 6 = 17 (5:00PM MDT) 
 
Ask Steve for help with dynamic daylight savings time formula or specific customer-based time zones.  
/* Datetime is like  2020-05-01T13:30:00Z  so the Hour is the 12th character over plus 2 characters */ 

 

IF( OR( Activity_Hour__c  = 0, Activity_Hour__c = 12 ),  

 

    /*THEN - it's 12 noon or 12 midnight */ 

    "12",  

     

    /*ELSE - get the HOUR and convert from military time: Hrs minus 0 before noon, Hrs – 12 afternoon*/ 

    TEXT(  

         Activity_Hour__c - IF(Activity_Hour__c < 12, 0, 12 ) 

        )  

   ) /*end of the hrs IF statement*/ 

 

& ":" & 

 

/*MINUTES – some countries like India are 11.5 hrs difference from say Mountain time*/ 

MID( TEXT(  ActivityDateTime  + (Time_Zone__r.Offset_DST_Adjusted__c /24) ), 15, 2 )   
 

& " "  &  

 

/*AM or PM*/ 

IF(Activity_Hour__c  < 12, "AM", "PM" ) 
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And finally the big boy formula that combines all of the previous components together.  

Activity_DateTime_Text - OPTIONAL  Time Zone Anything™ 

Description:  Salesforce ActivityDateTime field will merge in the unusable SF format, 2020-01-09T23:00:00Z 
This formula converts the datetime into a friendlier text value:  Wednesday, Jan 13, 2020 @ 5:00 PM 
Note that this is using all the other formula field examples for easier management and compile size limits.  
Activity_Day_of_Week__c & ", " & Activity_Month__c & " " & Activity_Day__c & ", " & 

Activity_Year__c & " @ " & Activity_Time__c & " " & Time_Zone__r.Name 

 

The resulting Event Page Layout when Time Zone Aware now looks like this: 
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Scheduled SMS versus Salesforce Scheduled Actions 

Salesforce process builder offers a native Scheduled Actions feature in addition to the Immediate Actions. The 

actions available are the same as Immediate but the developer supplies either a DateTime field or there are some 

light capabilities to trigger 1 hour before or after. Most customers find Scheduled Actions to limiting for three 

reasons: 

1. Not enough granularity to the date/time that the action should fire – it’s either 1 hr or 1 day. 

2. The scheduled actions are stored in Salesforce Jobs which are not visible to end users – so they might not 

know that an action is even scheduled, unlike a Scheduled SMS which appears in the Related List. 

3. Difficult to cancel – once an action is scheduled it is nearly impossible for an end user to cancel it 

a. However, there are some techniques which you can use to make the scheduled action fail should 

some criteria change where you do not want the SMS to fire at its scheduled time. An example 

would be a homemade drip campaign where one triggers the creation of several scheduled 

actions over multiple days but if the status changes to some value, you want the messages to no 

longer send.  Since Scheduled Actions cannot be stopped once started, we typically set the 

PhoneAPI fields as a formula such as: 

IF LEAD.Status  = ‘Stop Drip’ THEN “” ELSE  “MobilePhone”    

i. So even though the action still fires, there is no phone field designated so it will just fail.  
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Event Reminders with Salesforce Flows 

For an even more robust event reminder solution combine the techniques above but instead of using Process 

Builder exclusively move all your logic to a Flow which is called by the EVENT process builder.  Several screen 

captures below.  

 

Figure 4 - You'll still want a Process Builder on the EVENT  Insert or Update so that it can call the flow.  Note that we have separate Criteria 
for the NEW,  UPDATED Date/Time  and CANCELLED events  as the flow accepts an input parameter of one of these three values and acts 
accordingly.  
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The flow accepts the EventId and an input variable named vNewOrUpdated which the process builder passes in 

string values of NEW, UPDATED or CANCELLED.   

• NEW - simply creates the various Scheduled SMS records.  

• UPDATE - first looks for all unsent Scheduled SMS for this Event and deletes them since presumably the 

date/time changed. It then sends a “Your meeting has been rescheduled” SMS and reschedules the SMS’s 

for the new date/time. 

• CANCELLED – simply deletes all the Scheduled SMS and then optionally deletes the actual Event. 

The flow also has the advantage of being able to do a real Lookup on the Contact/Lead to get for instance the 

Sticky_Sender whereas the Process Builder cannot do this because of the limitation on the Event.WhoId. 
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Figure 5 - The creation of the Scheduled SMS is the same as a Process Builder – but you can COPY/PASTE components in FLOWS!!!!!   And 
you can use the DESCRIPTION in every component to document your code! 
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Call/Text:  +1 720.605.0632   or   +44 1234 480 564   or   +61 488 845 944 

WhatsApp: +1 303.800.3258   or   click here  to initiate a WhatsApp convo with Steve 
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